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$e communicative functions of %ve signing 
chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes)

Charles Austin Leeds and Mary Lee Jensvold

Speech act theory describes units of language as acts which function to change 
the behavior or beliefs of the partner. 0erefore, with every utterance an indi-
vidual seeks a communicative goal that is the underlying motive for the utter-
ance’s production; this is the utterance’s function. Studies of deaf and hearing 
human children classify utterances into categories of communicative function. 
0is study classi1ed signing chimpanzees’ utterances into the categories used in 
human studies. 0e chimpanzees utilized all seven categories of communicative 
functions and used them in ways that resembled human children. 0e chim-
panzees’ utterances functioned to answer questions, request objects and actions, 
describe objects and events, make statements about internal states, accomplish 
tasks such as initiating games, protest interlocutor behavior, and as conversa-
tional devices to maintain and initiate conversation.

Keywords: American Sign Language, Chimpanzee, communicative function, 
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1. Introduction
Jane: Pass the peas.
Bob: What do you say?
Jane: Please.
Bob: Ok. Here are the peas.
Jane: 0ey are so green!

0e utterances of the speakers in this dialogue have a variety of functions: requests, 
politeness markers, and declaratives. Speech act theory describes basic units of 
language as acts with a function to change the behavior or beliefs of the partner 
(Austin,1962; Searle 1969). 0is theoretical work paved the way for the system-
atic analysis of speech acts, also known as communicative intentions (Carpenter, 
Mastergeorge, and Coggins 1983; Coggins, Olswang, and Guthrie 1987; Day 1986; 
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Dore 1977a, 1977b) and communicative functions (Barachetti and Lavelli 2010; 
Flax, Lahey, Harris, and Boothroyd 1991; Wetherby 1986). 0ough the terms are 
interchangeable, this study will utilize communicative function because the com-
municative behavior is coded by the social function it serves (Nicholas and Geers, 
1997, 2003). Dore (1975) de1ned communicative functions as “the deliberate 
pursuit of a goal by means of instrumental behaviors subordinated to that goal” 
(p. 36). 0erefore, with every utterance an individual seeks a communicative goal 
that is the underlying motive for the utterance’s production; this is the utterance’s 
function.

0e development and production of communicative functions have been 
studied in typically developing children (Aureli, Perucchini, and Genco 2009; 
Barachetti and LaVelli 2010; Carpenter et al. 1983; Coggins et al. 1987; Dore 1973, 
1974, 1975, 1977a, 1977b; Ervin-Tripp 1977; Flax et al. 1991; Furrow 1984; Garvey 
1975; Wetherby, Cain, Yonclas, and Walker 1988; Wetherby and Rodriguez 1992), 
deaf children (Day 1986; Jeanes, Nienhuys, and Rickards 2000; Nicholas and Geers 
1997; Nicholas and Geers 2003), and in children with disabilities (Bruce, Godbold, 
and Naponelli-Gold 2004; John and Mervis 2010; Wetherby 1986; Wetherby, 
Yonclas, and Bryan 1989; Ziatas, Durkin, and Pratt 2003). Understanding a con-
versational partner’s communicative function is the most fundamental task of lan-
guage, yet it can be the most di2cult (Ninio, Snow, Pan, and Rollins 1994, p. 157). 
Becoming a competent conversationalist requires skill in the production and 
comprehension of the function of utterances because as social beings, one must 
be able to understand others as well as be understood themselves (Akhtar and 
Martinez-Sussman 2007; Aureli et al. 2009; Barachetti and LaVelli 2010; Jeanes et 
al. 2000; John and Mervis 2010). 0e study of communicative functions allows for 
a pragmatic analysis of an individual’s language and conversational competency.

Dore (1973, 1974, 1975, 1977a, 1977b) has extensively studied the communica-
tive functions of children. Dore (1974) categorized 15-to-19-month-old children’s 
one-word utterances into nine categories of communicative function. Most o3en 
the utterances were a repetition of the adult’s previous utterance, yet they also of-
ten requested and labeled. Later, Dore (1977a, 1977b) categorized longer utter-
ances of 34- to 39-month-old children into seven categories. 0ese categories were 
Request, Response, Description, Statement, Conversational Device, Performative, 
and Uninterpretable. Children produced Requests and Descriptions most o3en. Day 
(1986) also classi1ed single and multi-sign utterances of deaf 35-to 42-month-old 
children. Like the hearing children, their utterances most o3en were Descriptions 
and Requests. Furrow (1984) also found description was the most common commu-
nicative function in 2-year-old children’s speech. 0ough Dore’s categories of com-
municative function were developed in the 1970’s, they are still relevant and used in 
current communicative function research (MacRoy-Higgins and Kaufman 2012).
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Conversational interaction is a fundamental characteristic of human face-to-
face communication in words and signs and has always been a primary objective 
of sign language studies of cross-fostered chimpanzees:

At the outset we were quite sure that Washoe could learn to make various signs 
in order to obtain food, drink, and other things. For the project to be a success, 
we felt that something more must be developed. We wanted Washoe not only to 
ask for objects but to answer questions about them and also to ask us questions. 
We wanted to develop behavior that could be described as conversation. (R. A. 
Gardner and Gardner 1969, pp. 665–666).

Ethologists use the procedure called cross-fostering to study the interaction be-
tween environmental and genetic factors by having parents of one genetic stock 
rear the young of a di4erent genetic stock. It seems as if no form of behavior is so 
fundamental or so distinctively species-speci1c that it is not deeply sensitive to 
the e4ects of early experience (Stamps 2003). In making discoveries about human 
behaviors, chimpanzees are an obvious 1rst choice for cross-fostering, as they look 
and act remarkably like human beings and research reveals close and deep biologi-
cal similarities of all kinds (Goodall 1986). In blood chemistry, for example, chim-
panzees are not only the closest species to humans, but chimpanzees are closer 
to humans than chimpanzees are to gorillas or to orangutans (Stanyon, Chiarelli, 
Gottlieb, and Patton 1986; Ruvolo et al. 1994), and 98% of human and chimpan-
zee DNA share the same structure (Sibley and Ahlquist 1984; 0e Chimpanzee 
Sequencing and Analysis Consortium 2005).

Humans reared the infant chimpanzees Washoe, Moja, Tatu, and Dar in a 
cross-fostering laboratory at the University of Nevada-Reno, and raised the young 
chimpanzees as if they were deaf human children. Like human children, the cross-
fosterlings wore clothes; used spoons, bowls and highchairs; played games; and 
helped with chores (R.A. Gardner and Gardner 1989). 0e human foster fami-
lies used only American Sign Language (ASL) during everyday activities with the 
chimpanzees. 0ey encouraged the cross-fosterlings to sign by expanding on frag-
mentary utterances and asking questions. Under these conditions, the cross-fos-
terlings acquired the signs of ASL in patterns similar to those of human children 
(R.A. Gardner, Gardner, and Van Cantfort 1989; B.T. Gardner and Gardner 1994).

As a young adult, Washoe adopted 10-month-old Loulis. To determine wheth-
er Loulis would acquire signs without human intervention, all human signing, ex-
cept for seven signs, WHO, WHAT, WHERE, WHICH, WANT, SIGN, and NAME, 
were prohibited in his presence1. Loulis spent all of his time with Washoe and oth-
er signing chimpanzees. He began to sign in seven days and combined signs into 
phrases in 1ve months. In the 5-year-period of signing restriction, Loulis learned 
51 signs (R.S. Fouts, Hirsch, and Fouts 1982; R. S. Fouts, Fouts, and Van Cantfort 
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1989). Like the cross-fostered chimpanzees and human children, Loulis acquired 
his signs in a conversational setting and later used his signs in conversations with 
human caregivers and the other chimpanzees (R.S. Fouts 1994).

As adults at the Chimpanzee and Human Communication Institute (CHCI) at 
Central Washington University in Ellensburg, the chimpanzees have continued to 
sign spontaneously and interactively about activities, meals, games, and events with 
each other as well as with human familiars (D. H. Fouts 1994; Bodamer and Gardner 
2002; Hartmann 2011; Jensvold and Gardner 2000; Krause and Fouts 1997; Leitten, 
Jensvold, Fouts, and Wallin 2012). As in the Reno laboratory, human caregivers con-
tinue to ask questions of the chimpanzees and expand on fragmentary utterances.

It is during these ongoing casual conversations that interlocutors explore sys-
tematically the chimpanzees’ conversational behaviors revealing the variety of 
functions of their utterances. 0e chimpanzees sign to initiate and maintain games 
and social activities with one another as well as to comment on their environ-
ment (Bodamer and Gardner 2002; Krause and Fouts 1997; R.S. Fouts 1994). 0ey 
reiterate, adjust, and shi3 utterances in conversationally appropriate rejoinders 
(Bodamer and Gardner 2002; Jensvold and Gardner 2000). 0ey also sign to them-
selves when alone (Bodamer, Fouts, Fouts, and Jensvold 1994). 0e chimpanzees 
depend on their caregivers to ful1ll many of their needs, and o3en use signs to re-
quest objects and activities of humans (Leitten, Jensvold, Fouts, and Wallin 2012). 
Typical interactions between caregivers and the chimpanzees include games, such 
as chase and peek-a-boo; activities, such as coloring and looking at books; chores, 
such as cleaning; and meals (R.S. Fouts, Fouts, Jensvold, and Bodamer 1994; 
Leitten et al. 2012). Caregivers record detailed logs of the chimpanzees’ signs and 
behaviors that occur in these interactions. 0ese logs provide a rich record of the 
chimpanzees’ signs and conversations across a wide variety of contexts.

0e purpose of this study was to examine the communicative functions of 
Washoe, Tatu, Moja, Dar, and Loulis in unstructured interactions with each other 
and their human caregivers. It examined conversations arising from day-to-day 
interactions over a 4-year period to better understand the communicative func-
tions of the chimpanzees’ utterances.

2. Method

Participants

0e participants in this study were 1ve adult chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes) who 
lived at the Chimpanzee and Human Communication Institute (CHCI) locat-
ed on the campus of Central Washington University in Ellensburg, WA, U.S.A. 
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Washoe, Tatu, Moja, and Dar were cross-fostered as if they were deaf human chil-
dren (Gardner and Gardner 1989). 0ey were raised in a human household and 
used ASL to communicate with their human caregivers and each other. Loulis was 
not cross-fostered but raised by cross-fosterling Washoe and acquired ASL from 
her and the other signing chimpanzees (R.S. Fouts and Fouts 1989). Table 1 gives 
other biographical information for the 1ve chimpanzees participants.

CHCI consists of a large outdoor enclosure, two main indoor enclosures and 
an indoor night enclosure area. 0e indoor, outdoor, and night enclosure area total 
4,417 m2. 0e chimpanzees’ daily object enrichment includes items such as shoes, 
magazines, clothes, mirrors, masks, plastic containers, and activities such as paint-
ing, food puzzles, food forages and signed interactions with human caregivers.

Table 1. Chimpanzee biographical information.
Name Sex Date of Birth University of Reno University of 

Oklahoma
Central 
Washington 
University

Washoe Pan 
Satyrus

Female 06/06/1966 06/1966–10/1970 10/1970–09/1980 09/1980–
10/30/2007

Moja Lemsip Female 11/18/1972 11/1972–12/1979 12/1979–10/1980 10/1980–
06/06/2002

Oklahoma 
Tatu

Female 12/30/1975 01/1976–05/1981 Born 12/30/1975 05/1981-present

Dar es 
Salaam

Male 08/02/1976 08/1976–05/1981 N/A 05/1981–
11/24/2012

Loulis Yerkes Male 05/10/1978 N/A 03/1979–09/1980 09/1980-present

Sign logs

Sign logs are written records of the chimpanzees’ interactions. 0e purpose of 
sign logs is to record the signed and non-signed behaviors of the chimpanzees 
including chimpanzee-to-human interactions, chimpanzee-to-chimpanzee inter-
actions, private signing and other interesting interactions or behaviors. Caregivers 
1ll out sign logs following the observation of the previously described behaviors. 
Caregivers are trained in ASL, including one course in ASL and a demonstration 
of pro1ciency in ASL by completing a video test of each individual chimpanzee’s 
sign use with an accuracy of at least 85%.

Sign logs document each chimpanzee utterance during an interaction, along 
with the nonverbal behavior of the signer and conversation partner. 0e sign 
logs document the individual signs in each utterance, the placement, con1gura-
tion and movement (PCM) of each sign, the hand used to sign each sign, and 
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utterance frequencies. 0e context of each participant is described by: social con-
text (i.e, play, feeding, a2nitive social, etc.), body orientation, physical location in 
the building, eye gaze, vocalizations, arousal, and any other nonverbal behaviors. 
Lastly, the sign log contains a written description of the signed interaction.

Experimenters categorized the utterances of the 1ve signing chimpanzees 
from sign logs into categories of communicative function. Previous research 
into the communicative functions of nonhuman apes also used databased utter-
ances from live data recorded by caregivers (Lyn, Green1eld, Savage-Rumbaugh, 
Gillespie-Lynch, Hopkins 2011).

Categories of communicative functions

An adapted version of Dore’s (1977a, 1977b) categories of communicative functions 
was utilized for categorizing the chimpanzee utterances into communicative func-
tions. Table 2 lists the categories of communicative functions utilized in this study.

Table 2. 
All* C-H* C-C*

Categories Freq. % Freq % Freq %
Locations: represent location or direction of 
objects, events, etc.   27 2.6   27 2.7    0    0
STATEMENTS: express analytic and insti-
tutional facts, beliefs, attitudes, emotions, 
reasons, etc.   41 3.9   41 4.0    0    0
Rules: express conventional procedures, facts, 
de1nitions, etc.    0    0    0    0    0    0
Evaluations: express impressions, attitudes, 
judgments, etc.   33 3.1   33 3.2    0    0
Internal reports: express S’s internal state 
(emotions, sentiments, sensations)    8 0.8    8 0.8    0    0
Attributions: express beliefs about another’s 
internal state.    0    0    0    0    0    0
Explanations: report reasons, causes or mo-
tives for acts, or predict future states of a4airs.  0  0  0  0  0  0
CONVERSATIONAL DEVICES: regulate 
contact and conversations. 10  0.9 10  1.0  0  0
Boundary markers: initiate or end contact or 
conversation.  0  0  0  0  0  0
Calls: make contact by soliciting attention.  4  0.4  4  0.4  0  0
Accompaniments: signal contact by accompa-
nying S’s action.  0  0  0  0  0  0
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Table 2. (continued)
All* C-H* C-C*

Categories Freq. % Freq % Freq %
Returns: acknowledge, or 1ll in a3er, R’s 
preceding U.  0  0  0  0  0  0
Politeness markers: make explicit S’s polite-
ness.  6  0.5  6  0.6  0  0
PERFORMATIVES: accomplish acts by being 
said. 83  7.9 54  5.3 29 65.9
Role play: establish fantasies.  0  0  0  0  0  0
Protests: object to R’s previous behavior.  5  0.5  4  0.4  1  2.3
Jokes: produce humorous e4ects.  1  0.1  1  0.1  0  0
Game markers: initiate, continue or end a 
game. 59  5.6 45  4.4 14 31.8
Claims: establish rights for S by being signed.  3  0.3  3  0.3  0  0
Warnings: alert R of impending harm.  0  0  0  0  0  0
Locations: represent location or direction of 
objects, events, etc. 27  2.6 27  2.7  0  0
STATEMENTS: express analytic and insti-
tutional facts, beliefs, attitudes, emotions, 
reasons, etc. 41  3.9 41  4.0  0  0
Rules: express conventional procedures, facts, 
de1nitions, etc.  0  0  0  0  0  0
Evaluations: express impressions, attitudes, 
judgments, etc. 33  3.1 33  3.2  0  0
Internal reports: express S’s internal state 
(emotions, sentiments, sensations)  8  0.8  8  0.8  0  0
Attributions: express beliefs about another’s 
internal state.  0  0  0  0  0  0
Explanations: report reasons, causes or mo-
tives for acts, or predict future states of a4airs.  0  0  0  0  0  0
CONVERSATIONAL DEVICES: regulate 
contact and conversations.   10   0.9   10  1.0    0    0
Boundary markers: initiate or end contact or 
conversation.    0   0    0  0    0    0
Calls: make contact by soliciting attention.    4   0.4    4  0.4    0    0
Accompaniments: signal contact by accompa-
nying S’s action.    0   0    0  0    0    0
Returns: acknowledge, or 1ll in a3er, R’s 
preceding U.    0   0    0  0    0    0
Politeness markers: make explicit S’s polite-
ness.    6   0.5    6  0.6    0    0
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Table 2. (continued)
All* C-H* C-C*

Categories Freq. % Freq % Freq %
PERFORMATIVES: accomplish acts by being 
said.   83   7.9   54  5.3   29   65.9
Role play: establish fantasies.    0   0    0  0    0    0
Protests: object to R’s previous behavior.    5   0.5    4  0.4    1    2.3
Jokes: produce humorous e4ects.    1   0.1    1  0.1    0    0
Game markers: initiate, continue or end a 
game.   59   5.6   45  4.4   14   31.8
Claims: establish rights for S by being signed.    3   0.3    3  0.3    0    0
Warnings: alert R of impending harm.    0   0    0  0    0    0
Teases: annoy, taunt or provoke R.    0   0    0  0    0    0
Reassurance: calm, reassure or provide sup-
port to R.   15   1.4    1  0.1   14 31.8
UNINTERPRETABLE: are unintelligible, 
incomplete or otherwise incomprehensible 
utterances.  220  20.8  219 21.6    1    2.3
Total 1057 100 1013 99.8   44  100

Operational features for coding communicative functions

Previous studies on the communicative functions of chimpanzees and human 
children used operational features of an utterance to categorize its communicative 
function. 0e operational features used to categorize the chimpanzees’ utterances 
into categories of communicative function were based o4 previous research on 
communicative functions (Dore, 1977a, 1977b; Day 1986; Rivas 2005) and were 
the semantic content of the chimpanzee’s utterance, the grammatical and in5ec-
tional aspects of the chimpanzee’s signed utterance, the accompanying nonverbal 
behavior of the chimpanzee, the behavioral and social context of the conversation, 
and the behavior of the conversational partner.

Categorizing and reliability

Sign logs from 2000 to 2003 totaling 1057 utterances were categorized. A total of 40 
trained researchers composed of faculty, graduate students, and undergraduate stu-
dents recorded the signs logs utilized in this study. Experimenters categorized each 
utterance that appeared on a log into a communicative function and communicative 
function subcategory. 0ose categories and de1nitions appear in Table 2. In deter-
mining the category, experimenters used the operational features of the utterance. 
Experimenters recorded each operational feature of the utterance in the spreadsheet. 
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Some utterances met the de1nition of more than one category. Dore (1977a) de-
scribed the necessity to double code with the example: “Responses to Wh- questions, 
for example, are o3en also descriptions: a response to ‘Where’s John?’ was ‘He’s un-
der the table’ which is both a Wh- answer and a location description” (p. 233).

To determine interobserver reliability, two experimenters categorized all 1,057 
utterances for the communicative function of the utterance. Percent agreement be-
tween the two experimenters was calculated for all 1,057 utterances. Interobserver 
reliability for the categorization of communicative functions was 91.56%. 0e two 
experimenters discussed disagreements and decided on a category. Where no 
agreement could be made, the utterance was coded as Uninterpretable. To mini-
mize coder fatigue, coding was done in 1-hour intervals.

3. Results

0e chimpanzees produced all seven categories of communicative functions and 
23 out of the 32 subcategories in 1,057 utterances. Table 2 lists the frequency and 
percentage of use for each category. 0e chimpanzees produced a variety of signs 
in each function, a list of which appears in Table 3.

Table 3. Sign use in each category of communicative function.
Communicative function Sign’s used (frequency)
Request Yes-No Question BLANKET (7), BANANA (2), CLOTHES (2), CRACKER (2), 

MORE (2), DRINK (2), FRUIT, FRIEND, HOT, POTATO, ICE 
CREAM, MILK, ONION, RED, SWEET, THAT

Request Wh- Question ROGER, CLOTHES
Request Action Request HURRY (23), GIMME (19), SMELL (17), YOU (13), THERE (12), 

GO (10), OUT (7), THAT (5), GROOM (5), COME (4), MASK 
(4), MORE (3), BRUSH (3) BERRY (2), HAIR (2), LISTEN (2), 
DAR (2), FOOD (2), CRACKER (2), LOTION (2), QUIET (2), 
SWALLOW (2), BLACK, BOOK, CLEAN, DRINK, GIRL, PEAR, 
POTATO, SORRY, CLOSE, SHOE, CHASE, FRIEND, OPEN, 
DIFFERENT, CAN’T, ME, GRASS, HUG/LOVE, PERSON

Request Permission TOOTHBRUSH
Response Yes-No Answer TEA (10), RICE (6), DRINK (4), HUNGRY (4), LIPSTICK (3), EAT 

(3), HURRY (3), MORE (2), WASHOE (2), BEAN (2), DOG (2), 
CLOTHES (2), OUT (2), BANANA (2), DAR (2), BLANKET (2), 
BRUSH (2), TOOTHBRUSH (2), BREAD, COFFEE, HOT, PAINT, 
LOTION, BIRD, BOOK, BOY, BLACK, CORN, FRUIT, POTATO, 
READY, POPCORN, BERRY, CRACKER, DR. G., GOOD, GUM, 
HEAR, LOULIS, MOJA, TREE, VEGETABLE, IN, GO
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Table 3. (continued)
Communicative function Sign’s used (frequency)
Response Wh- Answer RICE (14), RED (13), THERE (11), CLOTHES (10), BERRY (8), 

TATU (8), TEA (7), THAT (6), DRINK (5), COFFEE (5), DAR (5), 
GRAPE (4), MORE (4), BANANA (4), HURRY (3), FOOD (3), 
BABY (3), BOY (3), ICE CREAM (3), CAT (3), CEREAL (3), HURT 
(3), ME (3), BLACK (3), LIPSTICK (3), CRACKER (2), GIRL (2), 
IN (2), CHASE (2), DOG (2), MASK (2), TOOTHBRUSH (2), 
YOU (2), FUNNY (2), OUT (2), GUM (2), LOTION (2), APPLE 
(2), BUG (2), DEBBIE (2), ROGER (2), TREE (2), FRIEND (2), 
BREAD, DIRTY, VEGETABLE, BEAN, BED, HIEDI, SANTA 
CLAUSE, SODA POP, TEETH, SWALLOW, WANT, CHEESE, 
GREEN, ICE, LAUGH, MILK, ONION, ORANGE, SWEET, 
SORRY, FLOWER, BIRD, GROOM, MOJA, PAINT

Response Agreements DRINK (4), RICE (4), TOOTHBRUSH (3), FRIEND (3), BERRY 
(2), BRUSH (2), COLD (2), DIRTY (2), EAT (2), GRAPE (2), 
GUM (2), HUNGRY (2), MARY LEE (2), NUT (2), RED (2), 
SLICE (2), SORRY (2), SWALLOW (2), SWEET (2), APPLE, 
BABY, BANANA, BED, BLACK, BLANKET, CLEAN, CLOTHES, 
COFFEE, CORN, DAR, DIFFERENT, DOG, EARRING, FRUIT, 
FUNNY, GIMME, GOOD, LIKE, MEAT, ONION, SLEEP, 
SMART, THERE, VEGETABLE, WEEK

Response Compliances CLOTHES (25), TEA (12), RICE (4), HALLOWEEN (3), APPLE 
(2), BERRY (2), CAR (2), CHEESE (2), GIMME (2), GRASS 
(2), RED (2), TOOTHBRUSH (2), BED, BRUSH, CEREAL, 
COFFEE, COOKIE, CRACKER, DAR, DIFFERENT, DRINK, 
EGG, FLOWER, FRIEND, HIEDI, HUNGRY, HURRY, LIPSTICK, 
MEAT, ONION, OUT, READY, RING, ROGER, SANTA CLAUSE, 
SMELL, SWEET, THAT, THERE

Response Quali%cation RICE (5), BERRY, BREAD, LIKE, TIME, CHASE, CAT, 
CRACKER

Description Identi%cation THAT (17), THERE (12), COFFEE (7), TATU (7), BOY (6), 
CAT (6), MASK (6), BABY (5), BERRY (5), CLOTHES (5), 
DAR (5), GIRL (5), GUM (5), YOU (5), DRINK (4), RED (4), 
TOOTHBRUSH (4), BLACK (3), BUG (3), DOG (3), FOOD (3), 
ME (3), PAINT (3), RICE (3), TEA (3), BANANA (2), BIRD (2), 
BLANKET (2), CHASE (2), FUNNY (2), HURT (2), ICE CREAM 
(2), LOTION (2), POTATO (2), SHOE (2), SWEET (2), TREE 
(2), APPLE, BEAN, CORN, COVER, DEBBI, FLOWER, GLASS, 
GRASS, GROOM, HIEDI, LAUGH, LIGHT, LIPSTICK, MOJA, 
NUT, ONION, ORANGE, OUT, PAPER, PERSON, POPCORN, 
RING, ROGER, SANTA CLAUSE, SEE, SLEEP, TEETH

Description Possessions ME (3), THAT (2), LIPSTICK, YOU, GUM, SWALLOW
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Table 3. (continued)
Communicative function Sign’s used (frequency)
Description Events SWALLOW (4), CHASE (3), THERE (2), DAR (2), GUM (2), 

BABY, IN, HEAR, GIRL, BLANKET, RED, TIME, FUNNY, EAT, 
THAT, THERE, TOOTHBURSH, OUT

Description Properties RED (4), BLACK (4), THAT (3), DRINK (2), HURT (2), PAINT 
(2), SHOES, SMELL, DIRTY, ORANGE, BANANA, CHEESE, 
COFFEE, HAIR, MILK, ONION, TOTHBRUSH

Description Locations THERE (26), TREE (3), CAT (2), CLOTHES (2), DRINK (2), 
BRUSH (2), RED (2), POTATO (2), TOOTHBRUSH, HURT, 
RED, SWALLOW, GRAPE, ICE, TEA, FLOWER

Statements Evaluations GOOD (13), FRIEND (8), STUPID (5), DAR (5), SORRY (4), 
BLACK (3), SWEET (2), YOU (2), BLANKET (2), FUNNY (2), 
CLEAN, TATU, HUNGRY, DRINK, BOY, ME

Statements Internal 
Reports

SORRY (4), HUNGRY (3), CRACKER, DAR, HURT, TATU

Conversational Device 
Calls

YOU (4), PERSON

Conversational Device 
Politeness Marker

SORRY (6), GO, THERE

Performative Protest HURRY (2), DIRTY, GIRL, LOTION, STUPID, DAR, SWALLOW, 
CEREAL, MORE, PERSON, BRUSH, GO

Performative Jokes LAUGH
Performative Claim READY (2), GUM
Performative Game 
Markers

CHASE (52), PEEKABOO (5), BOY (2), GIRL (2), LIGHT (2), 
MARY LEE (2), HURRY, FRIEND, BRUSH, FUNNY, OUT, 
THERE, TICKLE, TATU, YOU

Performative Reassurance HUG/LOVE (9), HURRY (8), PERSON, FRIEND, GOOD, 
GIMME

Statements Internal 
Reports

SORRY (4), HUNGRY (3), CRACKER, DAR, HURT, TATU

Conversational Device 
Calls

YOU (4), PERSON

Conversational Device 
Politeness Marker

SORRY (6), GO, THERE

Performative Protest HURRY (2), DIRTY, GIRL, LOTION, STUPID, DAR, SWALLOW, 
CEREAL, MORE, PERSON, BRUSH, GO

Performative Jokes LAUGH
Performative Claim READY (2), GUM
Performative Game 
Markers

CHASE (52), PEEKABOO (5), BOY (2), GIRL (2), LIGHT (2), 
MARY LEE (2), HURRY, FRIEND, BRUSH, FUNNY, OUT, 
THERE, TICKLE, TATU, YOU
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Table 3. (continued)
Communicative function Sign’s used (frequency)
Performative Reassurance HUG/LOVE (9), HURRY (8), PERSON, FRIEND, GOOD, 

GIMME

0e category Responses was the most frequent at 35%, followed by Uninterpretable 
(20.8%), Description (19%), Request (12.5%), Performative (7.9%), Statement 
(3.9%), and Conversational Device (0.9%). 0e two most frequent subcategories 
were Response Wh- answer (15%) and Description Identi1cation (13.2%). 0e 
mean rank order for Request was 3.60, Response 1.00, Description 2.80, Statement 
6.00, Conversational Device 6.60, Performative 4.80 and Uninterpretable 3.20. 
Following the methods of Day (1986), Kendall’s Coe2cient of Concordance rank 
order was utilized to establish if the chimpanzees as a group were producing their 
communicative functions similarly or dissimilarly to each other. Kendalls’ coef-
1cient was signi1cant and highly correlated (W=0.814, p<0.01). Although there 
were some individual di4erences in use, the chimpanzees utilized the same com-
municative functions in similar frequencies to each other. Deaf children showed 
similar correlation in their use of communicative functions (Day 1986).

0e chimpanzees produced three categories of communicative function and 
1ve subcategories in a total of 44 utterances in the chimpanzee-to-chimpanzee 
context (Table 2). 0e category Performative was the most frequent (65.9%), 
followed by Request (29.5%), and Description and Uninterpretable (2.3% each, 
respectively). Performative Reassurance, and Performative Game Marker were 
both utilized in 31.8% of utterances, followed by Request Action (29.5%) and 
Performative Protest and Description Identi1cation (2.3% each, respectively).

0e chimpanzees produced all seven categories of communicative function 
and 23 subcategories in a total of 1,013 utterances in the chimpanzee-to-human 
context (Table 2). 0e category Response was most frequent at 36.5% followed 
by Uninterpretable (21.6%), Description (19.7%), Request (11.7%), Performative 
(5.3%), Statement (4.0%), and Conversational Device (1.0%). 0e subcategory 
Response Wh- Answers were most frequent at 15.7%, followed by Description 
Identi1cation (13.6%).

4. Discussion

0e chimpanzees produced all seven of Dore’s (1977a, 1977b) categories of commu-
nicative function. 0ey primarily produced Response (35%) and Uninterpretable 
(20.8%), while producing Conversational Device (0.9%) the least. Request was 
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the fourth most frequently produced communicative function. Further the chim-
panzees produced 23 of the 32 subcategories.

Hearing children produced Response in 18.5% of their utterances (Dore, 
1977a, 1977b), while deaf children produced Response in 10.5% (Day 1986). Other 
language using apes produce a high frequency of responses to caregiver probes as 
well (Lyn et al. 2011; Miles 1975; Patterson, Tanner, and Mayer 1988). 0e frequent 
asking of questions, however, can in5uence the coding of communicative func-
tions. A signing chimpanzee named Ally produced the communicative function 
Action Request in 46% of his utterances (Miles 1976). However, Ally’s caregiv-
ers o3en initiated conversations by asking, “What do you want?” 0us an Action 
Request was an appropriate answer. Of his Action Requests, 28% were elicited by 
his caregivers. Brown (1973) reported that adults o3en ask continual questions to 
children, rather than allowing children to direct the conversation.

In their day-to-day life children are regularly asked questions by adults, the 
studies of which are relevant to understanding how children use language (Wedell-
Monnig and Lumley 1980). On the cross-fostering project, caregivers asked the 
chimpanzees questions (Van Cantfort, Gardner, and Gardner 1989). In a systemat-
ic study, caregivers asked Washoe 10 Wh-question frames. 0ese question frames 
were who pronoun, who action, who trait, whose demonstrative, what color, what 
demonstrative, what now, what want, where action and where object questions. 
Each question had a target category for response, for example, in response to 
Who pronoun, a proper name was the target response. At age 1ve Washoe replied 
to Wh-questions with grammatically appropriate answers 84% of the time (B.T. 
Gardner and Gardner 1975). A second study examined Moja, Tatu, and Dar’s re-
sponses to Wh-questions at 20–60 months of age. 0e number of grammatically 
appropriate responses to Wh-questions increased with age, ranging from 53% in 
the beginning of the study to 96% at the end of the study (Van Cantfort et al. 
1989). In another test with questions, interlocutors asked the chimpanzees one of 
four types of probes: General questions, On Topic questions, O4 Topic questions, 
or negative statements (Jensvold and Gardner 2000). 0e chimpanzees’ responses 
were contingent and appropriate to the interlocutor’s rejoinders and resembled 
patterns of conversation found in similar studies of human children.

0e chimpanzees produced the communicative function Description in 19% 
of their utterances, including all 1ve subcategories. Hearing children produced 
Description in 22.3% of their utterances (Dore, 1977a, 1977b), and deaf children 
produced Description in 28.6% of their utterances (Day 1986). Other language 
using apes commonly described objects, actions, and events in their surroundings 
as well (Lyn et al. 2011; Miles 1976; Patterson et al. 1988). 0e describing and nam-
ing of objects and individuals is a robust aspect of the cross-fostered chimpanzees 
language use. 0e chimpanzees produced the function Description Identi1cation 
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most frequently, o3en to label colors, individuals, and food items. For example, 
a caregiver had dyed her hair black the night before. As the caregiver was clean-
ing enclosures Tatu sat and watched the caregiver signing to herself BLACK and 
PAINT. When done cleaning, the caregiver asked Tatu WHAT YOU SIGN? YOU 
WANT PAINT? Tatu replied BLACK HAIR PAINT (Sign Log #427, 09/19/2001). 
During an interaction with a caregiver, Dar pulled his lips apart and stuck out his 
tongue and signed FUNNY. 0e caregiver asked WHO FUNNY? Dar replied DAR 
FUNNY, and made the face again (Sign Log #226, 08/13/2001).

Human children produced this function similarly, for example, labeling ob-
jects by saying, “0at’s a train” (Dore 1977a, p. 238), and signing “points to picture 
and signs BIRD, touches pants and signs PANTS” (Day 1986, p. 374). Bodamer 
et al. (1994) examined the communicative functions of the chimpanzees’ private 
signs. 0e chimpanzees produced referential utterances, which is describing pres-
ent objects or events, most frequently. Human children also produced referential 
utterances most frequently when speaking to themselves (Furrow 1984).

0e chimpanzees described activities with the function Description Event, 
for example, a caregiver was interacting with Dar, and Dar signed TIME CHASE 
(Sign Log #183, 08/08/2001). In another example, Dar was eating soup for lunch. 
He took a spoonful and signed SWALLOW (Sign Log #264, 05/02/2003). Human 
children produced this function similarly, for example, signing POUR while point-
ing to wet pants, and EAT while taking a bite of a sandwich (Day 1986, p. 374).

0e chimpanzees described the locations of objects with the function 
Description Location. For example, on a snowy day a caregiver was interacting 
with the chimpanzees at the observation window that looks outside. Tatu signed 
TREE THERE, while oriented toward, pointing toward, and looking toward out-
side where there was a tree (Sign Log #29, 03/20/2002). Human children produced 
this function similarly, for example, signing DADDY and pointing to the other 
room (Day 1986, p. 376). 0e chimpanzees described the possession of objects 
with the function Description Possession. For example, a caregiver brought the 
chimpanzees gum, and Dar signed THAT ME GUM ME, while oriented toward 
and pointing toward the gum in the caregiver’s hand (Sign Log #268, 03/05/2003). 
Human children produced Description Possession similarly, for example, sign-
ing, “PAM and SOCK, while pointing to a sock” (Day 1986, p. 376), and saying, 
“0at’s John’s egg” (Dore 1977b, p. 146). 0e chimpanzees described the proper-
ties of objects with the function Description Property. For example, when inter-
acting around the outside garden, a human caregiver asked Dar, WHAT THAT, 
toward the unripe tomato. Dar signed ORANGE (Sign Log #182, 08/23/2001). 
Human children produced this function similarly, for example, signing, “SAME 
while pointing to object 1 and object 2” (Day 1986, p. 376), and saying, “0at’s a 
red crayon” (Dore 1977b, p. 146).
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0e chimpanzees used 64 di4erent signs in the production of the communica-
tive function Description. 0roughout these chimpanzees lives they have lived in 
a state-of-the-art environment, 1lled with complex enrichment and opportuni-
ties for social interaction. For instance, the chimpanzee’s meals are varied and are 
served by good friends every day. 0e chimpanzees also receive daily play objects 
such as magazines, brushes, toys, stickers, mirrors, perfume samples, whistles, 
and cardboard, to name just a few. Furthermore, birthdays and all major holidays 
are celebrated, a garden is grown every spring and summer, and weekly caregiver 
meetings are held to ensure that new and exciting activities are continually being 
developed. Providing the chimpanzees with a diverse array of enrichment cre-
ates an environment that maintains interesting social interactions and allows for 
the diverse array of communicative functions and sign use observed by this study 
(R.S. Fouts, Abshire, Bodamer, and Fouts 1989, pp. 386–388).

0e chimpanzees produced the communicative function Request in 12.5% of 
their utterances. Children produce requests in 20% to 50% of their utterances (Day 
1986; Dore 1977a, 1977b; Ervin-Tripp 1977). 0e chimpanzees produced requests 
less frequently than children. Becker (1982) describes the ability of human chil-
dren to produce requests as a “highly important social, communicative skill” (p. 3).

Terrace (1979) claimed that chimpanzees only use their signs to request ob-
jects and actions. Terrace trained his chimpanzee Nim in the following way:

Typically, Nim reached for something he might want to play with, eat, or inspect. 
0e teacher withheld the item, molded the objects name sign, and then asked Nim 
to sign for the object. Signs such as give, me, and Nim, while appropriate, were 
deemed unacceptable when we were trying to teach Nim a new sign. Since the age 
of 18 months, Nim o3en o4ered his hands to his teacher in an apparent request 
for the teacher to mold the new sign that the teacher wanted him to use (Terrace 
et al. 1980, p. 377).

0e frequency of requests is expected in this context. Human children make sig-
ni1cantly more requests in a structured context, where desired objects are out of 
reach, than in an unstructured context where they are freely available (Wetherby 
and Rodriguez 1992). A structured context may bias subjects to elicit more re-
quests than in an unstructured context (Wetherby and Prutting 1984; Wetherby et 
al. 1988; Wetherby et al. 1989).

When chimpanzees learn signs in a complex and enriching environment, like 
human children, their sign use mirrors that complex environment (B.T. Gardner 
and Gardner 1989). 0ough their environment was highly enriched as previously 
discussed, their environment was a captive one that created a dependence on hu-
man caregivers. According to Ervin-Tripp (1977) “A person can, a3er all, let things 
be, or act independently rather than induce a listener to serve as an instrument 
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to needs… 0e high frequency of directives from children relates to their real-
istic dependency” (p. 165). 0is same dependency has o3en been overlooked or 
ignored in chimpanzee language research (Rivas 2005; Terrace 1979). Yet despite 
this the cross-fostered chimpanzees use their signs in a variety of functions and are 
not limited to just requesting (R.S. Fouts 1987; R.S. Fouts and Fouts 1989, 1993; 
R.S. Fouts; Fouts and Schoenfeld 1984; R.A. Gardner and Gardner 1978, 1988; 
O’Sullivan, Fouts, Hannum and Schneider 1982).

0e chimpanzees produced the function Performative in 7.9% of their ut-
terances. Deaf children produced Performative in 5.7% of their utterances (Day 
1986) while hearing children produced Performative in 10.8% of their utterances 
(Dore 1977a, 1977b). 0e chimpanzees produced 1ve of the seven subcategories, 
with Performative Game Marker occurring most frequently (5.4%). 0e chim-
panzees initiated and maintained the occurrence of games with the function 
Performatives Game Marker. For example, in an interaction with a caregiver, Tatu 
signed TATU CHASE YOU CHASE, then she ran into the other room (Sign Log 
#437, 12/28/2001). 0e chimpanzees regularly engage in games of chase. Human 
children also regularly engage in games of chase and produced the communicative 
function Performative Game Marker to initiate bouts of play similar to the chim-
panzees, saying, for example, “You can’t catch me” (Dore, 1977a, p. 238).

0e chimpanzees produced a humorous e4ect with the function Performative 
Joke. For example, during an interaction, Tatu called a caregiver STUPID, the 
caregiver then asked ME STUPID? Tatu responded by signing LAUGH (Sign Log 
#410, 06/18/2001). Human children produced Performative Joke similarly, for ex-
ample saying, “I throwed the soup in the ceiling” (Dore 1977b, p. 146). 0e chim-
panzees established rights to objects with the function Performative Claim. For ex-
ample, when a caregiver was serving gum, she 1rst asked Moja to sign CAR. Moja 
responded READY, READY GUM (Sign Log #97, 07/04/2001). 0e chimpanzees 
calmed others and provided support with the function Performative Reassurance. 
For example, following an agonistic interaction, Washoe approached Loulis with 
an extended hand to which Loulis ran away. As Loulis ran away, Washoe signed 
HUG/LOVE HURRY HUG/LOVE (Sign Log #49, 09/28/2001).

0e chimpanzees objected to a previous behavior with the function 
Performative Protest. For example, Washoe had been asking a caregiver for a vari-
ety of food items she could not have, upon her last request being denied, Washoe 
signed DIRTY (Sign Log #17, 06/28/2002). 0e chimpanzees have previously used 
their signs to protest the behavior of human caregivers or each other, such as when 
Washoe referred to Deborah Fouts as DEB DIRTY DEB (R.S. Fouts and Fouts 
1993, pp. 34) and when Washoe signed DIRTY DIRTY a3er Loulis stole her maga-
zine (D.H. Fouts 1994, p. 281).
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0e chimpanzees produced the function Statement in 3.9% of their utterances. 
Deaf children produced Statement in 10.3% of their utterances (Day 1986), and 
hearing children produced Statement in 13.8% of their utterances (Dore 1977a, 
1977b). 0e chimpanzees evaluated their caregivers with the function Statement 
Evaluation. For example, Tatu signed STUPID to a caregiver. 0e caregiver re-
plied NO ME NOT STUPID, ME SMART. Tatu replied STUPID (Sign Log #453, 
05/30/2002). On another occasion, Moja and a caregiver had been grooming. 0e 
caregiver asked WHO ME? Moja replied FRIEND (Sign Log #105, 03/23/2001).

In this study the chimpanzees produced utterances that evaluated their own 
behavior with the function Statement Evaluation. For example, over a short period 
the chimpanzees did not receive blankets (their normal nesting materials) due to a 
study on nesting material use and preference. Dar protested, repeatedly asking for 
blankets. 0e human caregivers responded SORRY CAN’T, to which Dar replied 
BLANKET DAR GOOD BOY (Sign Log #270, 07/04/2003). 0is study was then 
discontinued because the chimpanzees demonstrated their desire for blankets and 
nothing else.

0e chimpanzees described their internal states with the function Statement 
Internal Report. For example, when it was time for dinner, a caregiver asked Moja 
if she was ready to eat. Moja replied HUNGRY, signed across her stomach (Sign 
Log #80, 05/14/2002). Previously, Washoe used her signs to inform her caregiv-
ers she had the 5u by signing HURT, indicating her stomach pain (R.S. Fouts 
and Mellgren 1976). Human children similarly produced the function Statement 
Internal Report to express their internal state, saying for example, “My leg hurts” 
(Dore 1977b, p. 146).

0e chimpanzees, like hearing children (Dore 1977a, 1977b), produced 
Conversational Device least frequently (0.9%). In contrast, deaf children produced 
Conversational Device third most frequently (18.2%) (Day 1986). While living in 
the Psychology Building at Central Washington University, the chimpanzees had 
access to a suite of enclosures. One of the enclosures was across the hall from a 
human workroom, where the chimpanzees o3en sought interactions with caregiv-
ers. Bodamer and Gardner (2000) systematically studied these initiations. 0e in-
terlocutor sat in the workroom with his back toward the chimpanzees’ enclosure. 
When the chimpanzee made a noise, he turned and faced the chimpanzee imme-
diately or a3er a 30 second delay. When the interlocutor faced away, the chimpan-
zees made noises, such as bronx cheers, and rarely signed. In the delay condition, 
the noises became louder and faster. Once the interlocutor faced the chimpanzees, 
they signed and stopped making sounds. Using a naturally occurring situation, 
this experiment showed the chimpanzees produced the function Conversational 
Device. 0e current study only coded the signed behaviors of the chimpanzees, 
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and thus likely missed a variety of nonsigning behaviors the chimpanzees use to 
initiate and maintain conversations.

0e chimpanzees’ utterances were Uninterpretable in 20.8% of the sample. 
0e frequency in deaf children (Day 1986) and hearing children (Dore 1977a) 
was 3.3% and 7.9% respectively. 0is di4erence may be due to methodological 
reasons. Dore’s (1977a, 1977b) methodology allowed coders to consider the in-
terlocutor’s subsequent behavior in categorizing utterances. In the current study 
coders received instruction to disregard the behavior of the interlocutor following 
the chimpanzees utterance. 0is was to avoid the possibility of it in5uencing the 
coding of utterances (Lonborg, Daniels, Hammond, Houghton-Wenger, and Brace 
1991). 0is di4erence may have increased some ambiguity in this study. Another 
source for Uninterpretable utterances was inappropriate answers to questions. For 
example, a caregiver was looking through a picture book of Moja with Washoe. 
0e caregiver asked WHO THAT? pointing to a picture of Moja. Washoe signed 
RED (Sign Log #16, 09/21/2002). 0is utterance did not answer the interlocutor’s 
question, nor did it contain any semantic or contextual information to determine 
clearly its function, and thus was coded as Uninterpretable.

Rivas (2005) claimed that the cross-fostered chimpanzees’ sign use was non-
linguistic because they primarily produced requests with human caregivers. Rivas 
coded videotapes of the chimpanzees’ conversations that had a structured con-
text. 0ey o3en occurred directly in front of desired out-of-reach objects or dur-
ing meals. Yet a structured context can bias the use of communicative functions 
(Wetherby and Rodriguez 1992). Miles (1976) also reported on the signi1cance 
of the conversational setting for acquiring a representative sample of communi-
cative functions. 0e current study utilized utterances from relaxed, day-to-day 
conversations that occurred spontaneously, and showed that the chimpanzees use 
a variety of communicative functions, with requests occurring only fourth most 
frequently.

Chimpanzees are highly social and with that they utilize a wide range of com-
municative functions to navigate their interactions. 0e chimpanzees’ sign use is a 
robust and 5exible aspect of their lives that has persisted throughout the decades. 
When treated as conversational partners and provided with varying conversation-
al input, the chimpanzees’ responses are equally varying (Leitten et al. 2012). 0e 
chimpanzees are presented with a variety of conversational partners and topics 
every day. When compared with methods used in human development, they pro-
duce a variety of communicative functions that mirror the use of human children.
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Note

1. Here and throughout this report, transcriptions of signs appear in all capital letters. Signed 
utterances are transcribed into word-for-sign English because more literal translations would 
add words and word endings that lack signed equivalents either in the vocabularies of the chim-
panzees or in ASL. 0is mode of transcription makes the utterances appear to be in a crude or 
pidgin dialect, but the reader should keep in mind the fact that equally literal word-for-word 
transcriptions between English and say, Russian or Japanese, appear equally crude.
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